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Abstract
With the rapid improvement of human’s ability to store and compute big
data, more and more people are used to sharing and acquiring multimodal
information on media platforms. The explosion of multimodal information
is paving the way for many innovative applications based on the mining and
analysis of big multimodal data. This thesis focuses on two applications: how
to explore multimodal cues to recognise and analyse marketing intentions
embedded in normal social news and how to mine correlative multimodal
information for travel information understanding and recommendation.
Multimodal fusion is to join the associated features or integrate the in-
termediate decisions from two or more modalities in order to perform a pre-
diction or an analysis for specific tasks. The key challenge behind this topic
is the inherent heterogeneity of multimodal data leading to semantic gaps
between them. Given a large amount of multimodal data, the main factor in
establishing an effective model for specific tasks is the deep mining of inter-
correlations between multiple modalities. Moreover, the intra-correlations
within the same modality are also important for semantic inferring. This
thesis develops several supervised and unsupervised methods to overcome
these challenges.
To infer the commercial intentions embedded in multimodal content of
social news, this thesis proposes a supervised Neural Autoregressive Topic
Model which utilizes both textual words, visual words, and label informa-
tion to learn discriminative representations for specific tasks. Moreover, this
thesis introduces a supervised Two-branch Collaborative Graph Neural Net-
xiii
ABSTRACT
work, which uses a pre-defined fusion strategy to integrate news text and
news images. A novel Multimodal Advertorial Discovery Model is proposed
by adopting a Cross-graph Fusion strategy to achieve a soft assignment to
incorporate images and text and generate comprehensive multimodal rep-
resentations. For travelogues enhancement, this thesis introduces an unsu-
pervised Hybrid Multiple Kernel K-means method to embed multimodal for
matching travelogues and images. To verify the effectiveness of these pro-
posed methods, experiments are conducted on real-life datasets from online
media platforms.
xiv
